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Generic Multi-Frequency modelling of
Converter-Connected Renewable Energy Generators

Considering Frequency and Sequence Couplings
Behnam Nouri, Student Member, IEEE, Łukasz Kocewiak, Senior Member, IEEE, Shahil Shah, Senior

Member, IEEE, Przemyslaw Koralewicz, Member, IEEE, Vahan Gevorgian, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Poul Sørensen, Fellow, IEEE,

Abstract—Frequency and sequence couplings can compromise
the trustworthiness of multi-frequency models for converter-
based systems. There have been effective attempts to address the
couplings mainly by linearized averaged models. Only a few stud-
ies have been conducted on practical optimization of such models
with enormous matrices and experimental results. This paper
provides a generic theory for coupling patterns and proposes a
multi-frequency modelling method to detect and address only the
main couplings in the sequence domain for converter-connected
renewable energy generators. The proposed generic model is
based on empirical tests using small-signal perturbations and
adopting Fourier transform on the switching converter response.
The proposed theory and modelling methodology are verified
using a 7MVA grid emulator for voltage perturbation tests on
a 2MVA photo-voltaic converter. Accordingly, the couplings can
exist in more generic forms, including multiples of perturbation
and fundamental frequencies. To the best of our knowledge,
the patterns with the multiples of the perturbation frequency
have been overlooked in the literature. Furthermore, the mirror
frequency concept is valid for all coupling patterns and is
included in the proposed model. Besides, the proposed patterns
and the environment noise levels have been practical criteria for
selecting the main couplings.

Index Terms—Generic multi-frequency modelling, Frequency
and sequence couplings, Perturbation test, Impedance modelling.

NOMENCLATURE
REG Renewable Energy Generators
WT Wind Turbine
PV Photo-Voltaic
LTP Linear Time-Periodic

MMC Modular Multi-level Converter
SISO Single-Input Single-Output

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
MFC Mirror Frequency Coupling
POC Point Of Connection
PLL Phase-Locked-Loop
SCR Short Circuit Ratio
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
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I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-FREQUENCY (harmonic) interaction is an in-
creasing challenge in converter-dominated power sys-

tems, especially in renewable energy generation units. To
date, several resonance issues and harmonic-related incidents
have been reported from converter-based Renewable Energy
Generators (REG), such as Wind Turbines (WT) and Photo-
Voltaic (PV) converters, and HVDC systems [1]-[6]. Control
dynamics and couplings in converters have been identified as
the primary root causes of harmonic instability [6]-[9].

Small-signal linearization methods have been utilized to
develop averaged models and explain the dynamics of power
converters [7]-[11]. In [8]-[9], [11], a comparison of differ-
ent analytical models is provided explicitly. Based on the
harmonic linearization method, impedance-based modelling
and analysis are introduced and developed for grid-connected
converters in sequence-domain [11]-[16]. Besides, inspired by
the harmonic linearization technique, the voltage or current
perturbation tests have been used for multi-frequency model
validations [13], [16]-[22].

Most of the multi-frequency models can be categorized
in different reference frames, including synchronous frame
(or dq-frame) and stationary frame (αβ-frame or sequence-
domain) [19]. The dq-frame models are useful for control
design and stability analysis but lack the analysis of unbal-
anced systems [8]-[9], [14], [19]. A variety of stationary-frame
models are developed to enhance the models by including the
effects of Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) systems [13]-[14] [16],
DC-link dynamics [16], [23], phase-dependent features [24],
system asymmetries [25]-[26] and couplings [14], [23]-[33].
There has been special attention to the frequency and sequence
couplings [14], [23]-[33], especially for Modular Multi-level
Converters (MMC) [23], [25]-[33].

A typical example of a converter-connected REG is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. The averaged model of such converter-
connected system is developed by describing the dynamics of
the filter reactor current (if ) as follows [9]-[16]:

Lf
d

dt

ifaifb
ifc

 = vdc

dadb
dc

−
vsavsb
vsc

 (1)

where dabc are the duty cycles for the switching converter de-
rived from modulation of control reference voltage (vabc(ref))
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Fig. 1: Example illustration of a voltage perturbation interaction with a converter-connected REG with dq±-frame control.

with carrier signal [9]-[16]. In the analytical models, the non-
linear multiplication of vdc and dabc (representing vabc(ref))
in (1) is simplified by linear terms within a small-signal
range [9]-[16]; while it is the main root cause of couplings
in switching converters.

Effects of the frequency and sequence couplings had been
overlooked in the early stages of sequence-domain models
[13]. In [14], [23], it is demonstrated that even small am-
plitudes of couplings could be important in converter stability.
Consequently, the analytical models effectively improved by
including the Mirror Frequency Coupling (MFC) in a matrix
form [14]-[16], [19]. Given a small-signal perturbation at ”fi”,
the MFC is interpreted as frequency component at ”fi− 2f0”
[14]-[16], [19], [26], in which f0 is the fundamental frequency.
Hence, the sequence-domain admittance matrix including the
MFC is defined as below [14], [16], [19]:[

Ip(fi+f0)

In(fi−f0)

]
=

[
Ypp(fi) Ypn(fi)
Ynp(fi) Ynn(fi)

] [
Vp(fi+f0)

Vn(fi−f0)

]
(2)

In general, the frequency and sequence couplings can be cre-
ated in a converter system due to the non-linear control, non-
ideal DC-link, and asymmetry in a three-phase system [13]-
[16], [23]-[26]. Further studies have attempted to address the
couplings in the averaged multi-frequency models rigorously
based on LTP [20], [24], multi-frequency linearization [27],
and harmonic transfer matrix methods [28]-[30]. However,
the inclusion of all couplings in a multi-frequency model
would lead to a Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) model with
large matrices, very detailed equations and impractical stability
studies [26], [30]-[32]. Reference [26] provides a quantitative
method to acquire a reduced-order model of asymmetrical
MMCs. Furthermore, reference [32] proposes an equivalent
Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) transformation technique
for LTP models of single-phase converters. However, these
studies only consider the frequency couplings in the forms

of ”fi± kf0” (k=0,1,2,...) [23]-[32] using linearized averaged
models. Thus, the non-linear convolution of non-ideal refer-
ence signal and non-ideal DC-link voltage in (1) is overlooked.
Besides, the modelling and model-order reduction challenges
in a MW-scale test environment have not been investigated
abundantly. Reference [33] provides an excellent theoretical
analysis for harmonic emissions by adopting Fourier transform
on the switching model of a single-phase converter.

This paper hypothesizes that adopting the Fourier analysis
on the responses of switching converters against small-signal
perturbations can reveal any potential couplings and non-
linearity and can be used to develop generic empirical models.
Furthermore, this paper claims that the frequency couplings
can exist in more general forms as linear combinations of mul-
tiples of the perturbation frequency and multiples of harmonics
”±mfi ± kf0” (k=0,1,2,..., and m=0,1,2,...), which should be
considered in the MIMO models. A practical methodology
for the identification of main couplings and generic multi-
frequency model are proposed in sequence-domain to model
the converter-connected REGs, i.e., PV converters and Type
4 WTs. A general theory for coupling patterns in switching
converters has been presented in Part II. The proposed empiri-
cal modelling method and the main coupling selection criteria
are proposed in Part III. Part IV demonstrates and summarizes
the experimental verification of the proposed methodology by
a 7MVA converter-based grid emulator.

II. PROPOSED GENERAL THEORY FOR REPETITIVE
PATTERNS OF FREQUENCY COUPLINGS

In [33], an extensive Fourier analysis on the emissions from
a switching model of a single-phase converter is provided.
Accordingly, base-band, side-band and DC components are
identified mathematically depending on the multi-frequency
components in non-ideal vabc(ref) and vdc. In this paper,
the side-band and DC components are neglected since would
be mostly eliminated by the converter filters. Considering a
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single-phase converter, the interaction of fdc component in
the DC-link voltage with fhr component in the modulation
reference can generate the base-band components as [33]:

fdc ~ fhr = {fdc, fhr, f0, fhr ± fdc, f0 ± fdc} (3)

where the sign ”~” depicts the convolution operation of
modulation. Note that the positive and negative sequence
characteristics of the components are not distinguished in
(3) [33], and the analysis is only presented for a single-
phase converter; yet it provides an excellent mathematical
basis to study harmonic interactions in three-phase converters.
It is expected that in a balanced three-phase converter, the
frequency components of the DC-link (i.e., fdc) would not
appear on the AC side with the same frequencies [34].

A perturbation (fh) flow into a converter-connected REG
with positive and negative sequence control systems in dq-
frame is illustrated in Fig. 1. The negative sequence control has
been used widely to improve converters’ dynamics against un-
balances, voltage dips, and harmonics [28], [35]-[36]. Presence
of a voltage perturbation with the frequency of fh at the Point
Of Connection (POC) to the converter leads to the emergence
of (fh∓f0) components in the voltage and current feed-backs
of the dq±-frame control [13]-[16], [28]. These components
would add dynamics in the output signal of the PI-control of
the current loop and the PLL angle (θPLL) [13], [28]. Later
on, through the reverse transformation from dq± to abc-frame,
the perturbation can emerge in the modulation reference signal
with the frequency of fh. The perturbation flow into the control
system is likely for the frequencies below the cut-off frequency
of digital and electrical filtering in converters.

Besides, low frequency perturbations can path through
the converter’s output filter and reach to the DC-link with
frequency of ”fh-f0” for positive sequence perturbation and
”fh+f0” for negative sequence perturbation [34]. Similarly,
the steady-state harmonics of ”kf0, (k=2,...)” in AC side can
appear in the DC-link voltage as frequency of ”(k − 1)f0”
for positive sequence and ”(k + 1)f0” for negative sequence
harmonics. The coupling frequencies resulting from the per-
turbation flow into the control system and the DC-link voltage
can be interpreted as repetitive patterns described below:

A. First stage coupling patterns
At the first stage, a perturbation leads to fhr=fh component

in the control reference signal, and fdc=fh∓f0 components for
small-signal and fdc=(k ∓ 1)f0 for steady-state harmonics in
the DC-link. According to (3), the first stage couplings are:

Fss(p)1 = (fh − f0) ~ fh = {2f0 − fh, 2fh − f0, fh, f0} (4)
Fss(n)1 = (fh + f0) ~ fh = {2f0 + fh, 2fh + f0, fh, f0} (5)
Fhs(p)1 = (k − 1)f0 ~ fh = {(k − 2)f0, fh ± (k − 1)f0,

fh, kf0} (6)
Fhs(n)1 = (k + 1)f0 ~ fh = {(k + 2)f0, fh ± (k + 1)f0,

fh, kf0} (7)

Fss(p)1 and Fss(n)1 provide the first stage small-signal
coupling frequencies with positive and negative sequence
perturbations. Fig. 1 indicates the perturbation flow into the
converter (lined red boxes) and the first stage small-signal
couplings (dashed blue box). Besides, Fhss1 indicates the first
group of coupling frequencies induced by the small-signal
interactions in the positive and negative sequence (i.e., Fss(p)1

and Fss(n)1). fh ∓ 2f0 frequencies are the dominant MFC
components between positive and negative sequences with the
original perturbation frequency ”fh” [16], [19], [34]. The rest
of the frequency components are newly presented frequency
couplings on the AC side of the converter.

B. Second stage coupling patterns

At the second stage, the newly induced frequencies into the
AC side can flow into the controller and DC-link again. The
second stage components are double attenuated and phase-
shifted through the converter components and control systems.
The interaction of the newly generated components in the DC-
link and reference signal generates a group of new additional
components as follows:

Fss(p)2 = (Fss(p)1 − f0) ~ Fss(p)1 = {3fh − 2f0,

3f0 − 2fh, 4fh − 3f0, 4f0 − 3fh} (8)
Fss(n)2 = (Fss(n)1 + f0) ~ Fss(n)1 = {3fh + 2f0, 3f0,

3f0 + 2fh, 4fh + 3f0, 4f0 + 3fh, 4f0 + fh} (9)
Fhs(p)2 = (Fhs(p)1 + f0) ~ Fhs(p)1 = {(2k − 1)f0,

, (2k − 3)f0, fh + (2k − 4)f0, fh ± (k − 3)f0,

3f0, (k + 1)f0 − fh, 2kf0 − fh, fh + (2k − 3)f0,

fh ± (2k − 2)f0, fh + (2k − 4)f0, 2fh − kf0,
2fh + (k − 2)f0} (10)

Fhs(n)2 = (Fhs(n)1 + f0) ~ Fhs(n)1 = {(k + 4)f0,

(2k + 1)f0, (2k + 3)f0, fh − kf0,
fh ± (2k + 4)f0, fh ± (k + 3)f0, (k − 1)f0 − fh
, fh ± (2k + 2)f0, fh ± (2k + 4)f0, 2fh − kf0,

2fh + (k + 2)f0, 2fh + (k + 3)f0} (11)

C. Repetitive loop of the new couplings

In general, the production of new couplings can continue in
a repetitive loop of convolutions (”~”) to generate additional
coupling components, as shown in Fig. 2. However, according
to the conservation of energy Theorem, the multiplication
of the frequency components into the coupling frequencies
would be limited by the energy of the initial perturbation
and additional potential energy from the converter-grid system
[23], [28]. In addition, the digital or electrical filtering in
the converter can attenuate or eliminate the high-frequency
couplings [23], [28]. Therefore, the main coupling frequencies
in response to the original perturbation can be considered only
up to the first or second stages in (4)-(11).
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Fig. 2: Repetitive coupling patterns flowchart as convolution
of multi-frequency components in DC-link and AC-side.

D. Mirror frequency patterns of couplings and sequence ex-
change

In a coupled converter system, each frequency coupling,
given in (4)-(11), can cause a corresponding mirror frequency
component with a ”2f0” frequency shift in the opposite se-
quence. For example, the positive sequence frequency coupling
as ”2fh−f0” can cause a corresponding MFC in the negative
sequence at ”2fh − 3f0”.

Besides, the equivalent frequency of the coupling patterns
can be negative. In this case, the conjugate of the frequency
component can be presented in the opposite sequence with
positive frequency expression [16], [19]. For instance, the pos-
itive sequence perturbation with frequency of ”fh” (Xp(fh)),
causes the MFC at ”fh − 2f0” in the negative sequence
(Xn(fh−2f0)). The sequence exchange of the sequence cou-
pling can be expressed as follows [16], [19]:

Xp(fh), Xn(fh−2f0) =


Xn(fh−2f0), if fh > 2f0

X∗
p(2f0−fh)

, iffh < 2f0

X(0), (DC value) iffh = 2f0

(12)

where ”X” refers to any electrical variable including voltage,
current, admittance, or impedance. Therefore, in the range of
”fh < 2f0”, the negative sequence coupling (Xn(fh−2f0))
would be observed in the positive sequence in conjugated form
(X∗

p(2f0−fh)
). Similar to (12), the sequence exchange of dif-

ferent couplings can be observed in a converter response. The
coupling patterns are used for main couplings identification
and generic multi-frequency modelling in Part III.

III. PROPOSED GENERIC MULTI-FREQUENCY MODELLING
METHODOLOGY

According to the descriptions in Part II, the interaction of a
perturbation with a converter system generates frequency and
sequence couplings. Hence, the accuracy of multi-frequency

models depends on their ability to address the couplings and
the converter dynamics. In this part of the paper, a generic
multi-frequency model is proposed. Later on, a methodology
for couplings identification and selection criteria are provided.

A. Proposed Generic Multi-frequency Model Considering
Couplings

A generic multi-frequency model for the frequency of ”fi”
can be illustrated as a Norton equivalent or Thevenin equiv-
alent for positive and negative sequences [7]. The proposed
generic multi-frequency model for converters as a Norton
equivalent is presented as follows:

Ip(fi+f0) = Ip0(fi+f0) +

k∑
j=1

Ypp(fi,fj)Vp(fj+f0)+

k∑
j=1

Ypn(fi,fj)Vn(fj−f0)

(13)

In(fi−f0) = In0(fi−f0) +

k∑
j=1

Ynp(fi,fj)Vp(fj+f0)+

k∑
j=1

Ynn(fi,fj)Vn(fj−f0)

(14)

Considering a positive sequence perturbation at ”fi + f0”,
the self-excitation response is considered as ”Y pp(fi, fi)”.
The potential frequency couplings are included in the forms
of ”Y pp(fi, fj)” (j 6= i). In addition, the Mirror Frequency
Coupling (MFC) is located at ”Y pn(fi, fi)” and the sequence
coupling is addressed in ”Y pn(fi, fi + 2f0)”. Similarly, con-
sidering a negative sequence perturbation at ”fi − f0”, the
frequency couplings as ”Y nn(fi, fj)” (j 6= i), the MFC compo-
nent at ”Y np(fi, fi)”, and the sequence coupling at ”Y np(fi−
2f0, fi)” are addressed. The initial values ”Ip0(fi+f0)” and
”In0(fi−f0)” indicate the initial emission of the converter. The
initial emissions can be used for power quality calculations.
Note that there is a frequency shift of ”−2f0” between the
positive and negative sequence perturbations similar to (2)
[13], [14], [16], [19]. In fact, the proposed model in (13)-
(14) is an extended form of (2) to address the main couplings.
The equations (13)-(14) can be illustrated in a general matrix
form for k number of frequencies as follows:


I1p
I2p
...
Ikp

 =


I1p0
I2p0

...
Ikp0

+


Y 1
pp Y

1
2p

2 . . . Y 1
ip

k

Y 2
1p

1 Y 2
pp . . . Y

2
ip

k

...
... . . .

...
Y k
kp

1 Y k
ip

2 . . . Y k
pp



V 1
p

V 2
p
...
V k
p

+


Y 1
pn

1 Y 1
pn

2 . . . Y 1
pn

k

Y 2
pn

1 Y 2
pn

2 . . . Y 2
pn

k

...
... . . .

...
Y k
pn

1 Y k
pn

2 . . . Y k
pn

k



V 1
n

V 2
n
...
V k
n

 (15)

Ip(f+f0) = Ip0(f+f0) + YppVp(f+f0) + YpnVn(f−f0) (16)
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Note that (16) is a simplified illustration of (15). Accord-
ingly, the diagonal arrays of Ypp represent the self-excitation
admittance components (Y i

pp
i). Moreover, the diagonal com-

ponents of Ypn refer to the MFCs and the arrays with similar
frequencies to Ip(f+f0) (i.e., ”Ypn(f,f+2f0)”) are the sequence
couplings. The rest of the arrays in Ypp and Ypn are related to
the potential frequency couplings, corresponding MFCs and
sequence couplings, and additional design-related couplings.
Similarly, the negative sequence current response of the con-
verter can be depicted as follows:


I1n
I2n
...
Ikn

 =


I1n0
I2n0

...
Ikn0

+


Y 1
nn Y 1

2n
2 . . . Y 1

kn
k

Y 2
1p

1 Y 2
nn . . . Y 2

kn
k

...
... . . .

...
Y k
kn

1 Y i
in

2 . . . Y k
nn



V 1
n

V 2
n
...
V k
n

+


Y 1
np

1 Y 1
np

2 . . . Y 1
np

k

Y 2
np

1 Y 2
np

2 . . . Y 2
np

k

...
... . . .

...
Y k
np

1 Y k
np

2 . . . Y k
np

k



V 1
p

V 2
p
...
V k
p

 (17)

In(f−f0) = In0(f−f0) + YnpVp(f+f0) + YnnVn(f−f0) (18)

Similarly, the diagonal arrays of Ynn (i.e., Y i
nn

i) are self-
excitation admittance. In addition, the diagonal arrays of Ynp
depicts the mirror frequency coupling components and the
sequence couplings are located at Ynp(f−2f0,f). The rest of the
arrays in Ynn and Ynp are related to the potential frequency
couplings, corresponding sequence couplings, and additional
design-related couplings.

Note that the positive sequence voltage and current vectors
have ”+2f0” frequency shifts from the negative sequence
vectors. The admittance matrices provide the sensitivity of the
output currents to the voltage perturbations at POC. Therefore,
the proposed model parameters can be calculated using small-
signal perturbation tests. Besides, the Thevenin illustration of
the generic model can be illustrated as follows:

Vp(fp+f0) = ZppIp(fp+f0) + ZpnIn(fp−f0) + Vp0(fp+f0)

Vn(fp−f0) = ZnpIp(fp+f0) + ZnnIn(fp−f0) + Vn0(fp−f0)

(19)

Similarly, the impedance matrices can be interpreted as the
output voltage sensitivity to current perturbations at POC. The
proposed methodology for the derivation of the admittance or
impedance matrices is described in the next section. Note that
the application of the proposed generic model in harmonic
stability studies at the system level is out of the scope of
this paper. Nevertheless, since the method provides a MIMO
model, one approach would be applying the generalized
Nyquist criterion for the harmonic stability study of network
systems [14], [28]. Besides, the stochasticity of renewable
energy sources (i.e., wind or solar energy) might indirectly
affect the multi-frequency models through the output power
of the converters. The evaluation of such effects is out of the
scope of this paper. This simplification has been applied in
[19]-[20], [24]-[28] as well.

Fig. 3: Proposed generic multi-frequency modelling method-
ology based on empirical perturbations and main couplings
identification.

B. Multi-frequency modelling Methodology based on pertur-
bation tests

As explained in Part II, a repetitive loop for the couplings
generation can exist in a converter. Analytical modelling and
identifying the couplings can be challenging due to the non-
linearity and complexities in a converter design. Therefore,
this paper proposes a methodology to identify the main cou-
pling patterns using empirical tests. Inspired by the harmonic
linearization technique, the voltage or current perturbation
tests have been used for the multi-frequency model validation
purposes [13], [16], [19]-[22], [24]. This paper proposes a
methodology to extend the application of the sequence-domain
perturbation tests to identify the main couplings, as shown in
Fig. 3. Accordingly, single frequency (single-tone) perturba-
tions in positive and negative sequences are injected. Then,
for each perturbation test, the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) of the measured voltages and currents at the POC
(Vpoc, Ipoc in Fig. 1) are calculated for a range of frequencies
up to fmax. Later on, the calculated DFT components are
transformed to the sequence domain. According to Fig. 3, three
different measurement data matrices should be prepared in se-
quence domain: 1) Normal operation without any perturbation
(Vp(0), Vn(0), Ip(0), In(0)), 2) Positive sequence perturbation
tests at frequencies of ”fi + f0” (Vp(p), Vn(p), Ip(p), In(p)),
and 3) Negative sequence perturbation tests at frequencies of
”fi− f0” (Vp(n), Vn(n), Ip(n), In(n)). The three groups of data
can be substituted in equations (16) and (18) and simplified
by subtracting the initial values as below:
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[
Vp(p) − Vp(0) Vn(p) − Vn(0)
Vp(n) − Vp(0) Vn(n) − Vn(0)

] [
Ypp
Ypn

]
=

[
Ip(p) − Ip(0)
Ip(n) − Ip(0)

]
[
Vp(p) − Vp(0) Vn(p) − Vn(0)
Vp(n) − Vp(0) Vn(n) − Vn(0)

] [
Ynp
Ynn

]
=

[
In(p) − In(0)
In(n) − In(0)

](20)

This way, the effects of the initial emissions on the cal-
culation results can be eliminated. The emissions at normal
operation can be emitted by converters or AC grid, which are
neglected in the model calculations in [16], [19], [22], [24].
The initial emissions may not be significant for the stability
studies, yet crucial for accurate experimental model calcula-
tions and validations. Hereafter, the prefix ”∆” indicates the
subtraction of the initial emissions. Solving (20) obtains the
admittance matrices:

Ypp =(∆Ip(p)∆Vn(n) −∆Ip(n)∆Vn(p))×D−1

Ypn =(∆Ip(n)∆Vp(p) −∆Ip(p)∆Vp(n))×D−1

Ynn =(∆In(n)∆Vp(p) −∆In(p)∆Vp(n))×D−1

Ynp =(∆In(p)∆Vn(n) −∆In(n)∆Vn(p))×D−1

D = ∆Vp(p)∆Vn(n) −∆Vp(n)∆Vn(p)

(21)

Furthermore, the initial current values can be calculated
afterwards using (16), (18) and (21) as follows:

Ip0 = Ip(0) − YppVp(0) − YpnVn(0)
In0 = In(0) − YnpVp(0) − YnnVn(0)

(22)

Moreover, the impedance matrices of a Thevenin equivalent
in (19) can be determined by its dual Norton model in (16)
and (18) as follows:

Zpp =
Ynn

YppYnn − YpnYnp

Zpn =
−Ypn

YppYnn − YpnYnp

Znn =
Ypp

YppYnn − YpnYnp

Znp =
−Ynp

YppYnn − YpnYnp

(23)

The impedances and admittances in (23) are ”k×k” ma-
trices. Therefore, the effects of the couplings are included
through the matrix calculations. The criteria for the selection
of strong couplings are described in the next section.

C. Main couplings selection criteria

The accuracy of the extracted multi-frequency model de-
pends on the number of the included couplings in the model.
Thus, it is a trade-off between the accuracy and complexity
of the model in selecting the minimum number of arrays in
the admittance or impedance matrices. The main couplings
selection criteria are proposed as follows:

1) Coupling patterns: As shown in Fig. 3, the first two
groups of coupling frequencies to be checked are given in
equations (4)-(11). Relatively high values in the coupling
patterns should be addressed in the multi-frequency model
(equations (16) and (18)). It should be noted that there could
be a group of couplings that are depending on the converter’s
specific design and could only be detected by perturbation
tests.

2) Harmonic emission standards: The maximum eligible
distortion limits for AC grids and converters can be used based
on relevant international standards. For instance, the harmonic
emission limits for the connection of distorting installations
to different power systems are given in IEC 61000-3-6 [37].
The maximum eligible harmonic voltage distortion of AC
grids can be used to determine proper amplitudes of voltage
perturbations, and the converter’s response current can be as-
sessed. Note that in the IEC 61000-3-6, the values are provided
only for harmonics (i.e., kf0, k=2,3,...), and the harmonic
spectrum is calculated with 5Hz resolution and summation
of the near inter-harmonics (i.e., non-integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency) with the harmonics in calculations
[37]-[38]. Therefore, a safe margin for perturbation amplitudes
would be less than the given emission limits in IEC-61000-3-
6. Furthermore, special attention should be considered for the
low-frequency range (fp < 2f0) because the current responses
would be very high for even small amplitudes of voltage
perturbations. A limit of 0.2% per-unit (pu) is recommended
for voltage inter-harmonics below ”2f0” in [37]. The couplings
that do not affect the converter response and are significantly
smaller than maximum current or voltage emission limits (e.g.,
100 times less) could be neglected.

3) Measurement equipment accuracy: The resolution and
accuracy of the measurement equipment are determinants of
coupling detection and model validation procedure. In IEC
61000-4-7 standard [38], it is recommended to utilize Class
I measurement instruments for high precision applications.
Accordingly, Class I instruments should have a maximum
error of ”±0.05% pu” for voltage measurements and ”±0.15%
pu” for current measurements in the small-signal range [38].
Therefore, the measurement data near the maximum errors
should not be considered in the model validation procedure.
However, the subtractions in equations (20)-(21) can cancel
out the common-mode noises on the measured data [38]-[39].

4) Admittance or impedance arrays comparison: Another
practical criterion can be comparing the amplitude of the
coupling arrays in the admittance or impedance matrices. A
minimum threshold for admittance arrays (e.g., in the range of
0.05-0.01 pu) and a maximum threshold for impedance arrays
(e.g., in the range of 20-100 pu) can be chosen to simplify the
model while not compromising the model accuracy.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY

The experimental single-tone voltage perturbation tests are
performed by a 7MVA/ 13.8kV grid emulator at National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA [11], [21], [40].
We have illustrated the simulation results of perturbation
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(a) Vpoc(p), Ipoc(p) (b) Vpoc(n), Ipoc(n)

(c) Vp(p), Ip(p) (d) Vn(p), In(p)

(e) Vp(n), Ip(n) (f) Vn(n), In(n)

Fig. 4: Experimental test results with logarithmic axes for positive and negative sequence single-tone perturbations at 25Hz: (a,b)
Time-domain voltages and currents, (c,d) DFT for positive sequence perturbation, (e,f) DFT for negative sequence perturbation.

tests on Type 4 and Type 3 WTs in reference [41]. In this
paper, the experimental perturbation tests are performed on
a balanced three-phase 2MVA PV converter with the fun-
damental frequency of 60Hz. The three-phase voltage and
currents are measured using data acquisition modules with
50kS/s speed and 18bit resolution [11], [21]. According to
the proposed methodology in Fig. 3, the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) of the measured data is calculated with
a 1-second DFT window to achieve a 1Hz resolution. The
DFT calculation method is provided in IEC 61000-4-7 [38].
The voltage perturbation tests are used for verification of the
proposed methodology as follows:

A. One single-tone voltage perturbation analysis

In this case study, one positive and one negative sequence
single-tone voltage perturbation test results for 25Hz are

illustrated in Fig. 4. Accordingly, Fig. 4.(a)-(b) demonstrate
time-domain three-phase voltages and currents at the POC
during the positive and negative sequence 25Hz perturbations,
respectively. As it is shown, 1% pu perturbations do not affect
the AC voltages, while they cause relatively high distortions
on the output currents (i.e., Ipoc(p) and Ipoc(n)).

Fig. 4.(c)-(d) represent the harmonic spectrum of the pos-
itive and negative sequence voltages, currents, and the phase
angles between them with logarithmic Y-axes. Accordingly,
considerable couplings exist in 95Hz (equals to 2f0 − fp in
(4) or the mirror frequency coupling) and 130Hz (equals to
3f0 − 2fp in (8)) at the positive sequence current (Ip(p)),
and 10Hz (equals to f0 − 2fp in (4)) and 265Hz (equals to
4f0 +fp in (6)) at the negative sequence (In(p)). Furthermore,
the steady-state harmonics of 180Hz, 420Hz and 780Hz (i.e.,
3rd, 7th, and 13th order harmonics) in the positive sequence, as
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(a) Vp(p) (b) Ip(p)

(c) Vn(p) (d) In(p)

Fig. 5: DFT spectrum of the positive and negative sequence voltage and current (excluding the fundamental component) for
experimental positive sequence voltage perturbation tests on a 2MVA PV converter.

well as 60Hz, 300Hz, and 660Hz (1st, 5th, and 11th orders)
in the negative sequence are detected. Similarly, Fig. 4.(e)-
(f) present the voltage and current spectrum in response to a
negative sequence 25Hz voltage perturbation. Accordingly, a
considerable coupling at 145Hz (equals to 2f0 + fp in (5))
in positive sequence and 215Hz (equals to 4f0 − fp in (11)),
385Hz (equals to 6f0 +fp in (7)) are observed in the negative
sequence. Note that small amounts of frequency components
such as 3Hz, 9Hz, 27Hz, 37Hz, and 963Hz are visible in the
test results, which can be considered as the consequences of
the non-ideal single-tone perturbations with a grid emulator.
The evaluation of such effects is out of the scope of this paper.

B. Single-tone voltage perturbation tests for coupling identi-
fication and multi-frequency modelling

This section presents a group of single-tone voltage pertur-
bation tests for positive and negative sequences from 3Hz up to
1kHz. The experimental results for the positive sequence per-
turbations are demonstrated in Three-Dimensional (3D) plots
in Fig. 5. Accordingly, the fp-axis determines the frequency
of single-tone voltage perturbations, fh-axis illustrates the
frequency of the converter response at the POC. Furthermore,
the Z-axis gives the amplitude of the corresponding DFT
calculations. The perturbations have been implemented for a
limited number of frequencies from 3Hz up to 1kHz. Thus,
the plots are in discrete form. Similar 3D plots for the negative
sequence perturbations are omitted.

In the illustrated 3D plots in Fig. 5-(a)-(b), the main diago-
nal lines imply the converter response (fh) to the perturbations

(fp) at the same frequency and can be called ”self-frequency
excitation (fp = fh)”. The diagonal lines in Fig. 5-(c)-(d) can
depict the sequence couplings, which have not been detected
in these experiments. Furthermore, the lines parallel with
the fp-axis represent the groups of frequency components
independent of the perturbation frequency i.e., steady-state
harmonics. The rest of the components reveal the frequency
couplings and their corresponding MFC couplings. Note that
the amplitudes of currents in sub-synchronous frequencies
(fh < 60Hz) are relatively high. The amplitude of the voltage
perturbations is chosen 0.01 pu in the sub-synchronous range
to limit the current response amplitudes. The amplitude of
voltage perturbations for higher frequencies is chosen 0.02
pu. The overall view of plots in Fig. 5 depicts that the strong
couplings are limited to the low-frequency range of fh <
400Hz and fp < 150Hz (except for the lines around 7th and
13th-order harmonics in Fig. 5.(a)-(b)). Therefore, a detailed
analysis for low frequencies is presented in the next section.

C. Detailed demonstration of results in low-frequency range
The results of the positive and negative sequence perturba-

tion tests in the ranges of fh < 400Hz and fp < 150Hz are
illustrated in Fig. 6. The minimum level of 0.05% pu is chosen
in the plots to emphasize the considerable amplitudes. In fact,
Fig. 6 is a top-view (fp-axis versus fh-axis) of Fig. 5 in the
specified frequency range, which is explained as follows:

1) Vp(p),Ip(p): According to Fig. 6.(a)-(b), the self-
frequency excitation components have relatively high current
amplitudes (fh = fp). Besides, a group of frequencies (58-
62 Hz) are independent of the perturbation frequencies as
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(a) Vp(p) (b) Ip(p)

(c) Vn(p) (d) In(p)

(e) Vp(n) (f) Ip(n)

(g) Vn(n) (h) In(n)

Fig. 6: Coupling demonstration of the experimental positive and negative sequence perturbations for values above 0.05% pu.

parallel lines with fp-axis. These small independent lines are
the side-band components of the fundamental frequency and
are emitted due to the non-ideal voltage source behaviour of
the grid emulator. The frequency couplings are not visible
in Fig. 6.(b) due to the dominant amplitudes of the MFC
components. As shown in Fig. 5.(b)-(d), the interactions with
7th and 13th-order harmonics leads to: Fhsp(p) = {fp +

6f0, 8f0−fp, fp+12f014f0−fp}, Fhsn(p) = {fp+4f0, 6f0−
fp, fp + 10f0, 12f0 − fp}.

Note that the couplings with 7th and 13th harmonics in pos-
itive sequence (Fhsp(p)) have corresponding mirror frequency
couplings with 5th and 11th harmonics in Fhsn(p).

2) Vn(p),In(p): Similarly, a number of independent fre-
quency components {60, 180, 300, 360Hz} ( or 1st, 3rd,
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Perturbation Couplings in the perturbation sequence Corresponding MFCs in the opposite sequence
Vp(p) fp, 2f0−fp(forfp < 2f0), fp+f0, 2fp−f0, 2fp+

5f0, fp + 6f0, 8f0 − fp, fp + 12f0, 14f0 − fp
fp−2f0(forfp > 2f0), fp−f0, 2fp−3f0, 2fp +
3f0, fp + 4f0, 6f0 − fp, fp + 10f0, 12f0 − fp

Vn(n) fp, fp− f0, 2fp− 3f0, 2fp + 3f0, fp + 4f0, 6f0−
fp, fp + 10f0, 12f0 − fp

fp + 2f0, fp + f0, 2fp − f0, 2fp + 5f0, fp +
6f0, 8f0 − fp, fp + 12f0, 14f0 − fp

TABLE I: Summary of observed couplings at the perturbation sequence and corresponding MFCs in the opposite sequence.

5th and 6th harmonics) are observed in the negative se-
quence. Moreover, the coupling frequencies are highlighted
with double-arrow lines are interpreted as: Fssn(p) = {fp −
2f0, f0−2fp, 2fp +3f0}, Fhsn(p) = {fp +4f0, 6f0−fp, fp−
f0}, which Fssn(p) and Fhsn(p) refer to small-signal and
harmonics interactions as (4)-(11).

3) Vp(n),Ip(n): The frequency of negative sequence per-
turbations have ”−2f0” shift from the positive sequence
perturbations. As explained in (12), the mirror frequency
perturbations for fh < 120Hz are presented in the positive
sequence with a conjugation operation. Thus, for this range,
the tests are realized in the positive sequence, as shown in Fig.
6.(a)-(b). While the tests for fh > 120Hz are performed in
the negative sequence. The coupling patterns in the negative
sequence are detectable from Fig.6.(e)-(h). Strong couplings
are observed in the current response Ip(n) as: Fssp(n) =
{fp + 2f0, 2fp + 3f0, 5f0 − 2fp} and Fhsp(n) = {6f0 − fp}.

4) Vn(n),In(n): The self-frequency excitation lines (fh =
fp) are illustrated in Fig.6.(g)-(h). In addition, strong couplings
in current are visible as: Fssn(n) = {2fp + f0, 3f0 − 2fp},
Fhsn(n) = {4f0−fp}. Note that the couplings in the negative
sequence have only ”−2f0 = −120Hz” frequency shifts from
the couplings in the positive sequence in previous section
(Part IV.C.3). This finding proves the fact that the frequency
couplings in one sequence can cause corresponding mirror
frequency couplings in the opposite sequence.

D. Summary of the findings from the experimental results

1) The amplitude of the current response has very high
values for the sub-synchronous frequency range, while it is
small for high frequencies. In this paper, the safe margins for
the voltage perturbations are chosen as less than 1% pu (i.e.,
∆Vp(p) < 1%pu and ∆Vn(n) < 1%pu) for the low (less than
2f0) and less than 2% pu for the high frequency perturbations.

2) Fig. 6 is demonstrated for the values above 0.05%.
Despite the effectiveness of this noise level consideration for
high frequencies, there are still lots of components in the
low-frequency range that can be eliminated. Therefore, it is
proposed to apply different noise levels for different frequency
ranges to achieve a better coupling identification. One way
would be to formulate the minimum level as a function of
frequency (fh); however, it has not been necessary for the
test results in this paper. Therefore, 0.1% pu noise level is
applied for ”fh < 150Hz” (within the PV converter control
bandwidth) and 0.05% pu for higher frequencies.

3) The observed couplings and the corresponding MFCs
above noise level of 0.05% are summarized in Table I. Ac-

cordingly, the detected coupling patterns have been predicted
in the first two groups of the proposed theory in (4)-(11).

The small-signal couplings are mostly observed in the
limited range of perturbation frequencies (fp < 150Hz) and
response frequencies (fh < 400Hz). Besides, couplings with
7th and 13th steady-state harmonics in positive sequence (i.
e., fp + 6f0 and fp + 12f0), and 5th and 11th harmonics in
negative sequence (i. e., 6f0−fp and 12f0−f0) are identified
as in (4)-(7). To address the couplings in a model as (15)-(18),
the patterns in Table I should be reformulated based on fp as:

fp(p) = {fh, fh − f0, (fh + f0)/2, (fh − 5f0)/2, fh − 6f0,

8f0 − fh, fh − 12f0, 14f0 − fh} (24)
fp(n) = {fh, fh + f0, 2fh + 3f0, (fh − 3f0)/2, fh − 4f0,

6f0 − fh, fh − 10f0, 12f0 − fh} (25)

Later on, using (16), (18), and (24)-(25), the generic multi-
frequency model for the tested PV converter can be defined:

[
∆Ip(fi+f0)

∆In(fi−f0)

]
=

[
Ypp Ypn
Ynp Ynn

]



∆Vp(fi+f0)

∆Vp(fi)
∆Vp((fi+2f0)/2)

∆Vp((fi−4f0)/2)

∆Vp(fi−5f0)

∆Vp(7f0−fi)

∆Vp(fi−11f0)

∆Vp(13f0−fi)

∆Vn(fi+3f0)

∆Vn(fi+2f0)

∆Vn((fi+4f0)/2)

∆Vn((fi−2f0)/2)

∆Vn(fi−3f0)

∆Vn(5f0−fi)

∆Vn(fi−9f0)

∆Vn(11f0−fi)



(26)

4) Case study: To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
model in (26), the output current of 650Hz positive sequence
perturbation test is reconstructed. The reconstruction is ac-
complished by multiplicating its voltage measurement data
with the calculated admittance model [28]. The comparison of
the measured data with the reconstructed values is presented
with logarithmic axis in Fig. 7. Due to the limited number
of perturbation tests, the reconstructed current response has
only a few points illustrated with star signs ”*”. In addition,
two different minimum levels are suggested for low frequency
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Fig. 7: Response current reconstruction case study for 650Hz
perturbation test using the proposed model.

(0.1% pu for below 150Hz) and high-frequency ranges (0.05%
pu for higher than 150 Hz). The logarithmic axes in Fig. 7
highlights the importance of different minimum levels for cou-
pling identification, where even the current response at 650Hz
is between the two levels. Besides, some of the points resemble
the measured current response perfectly, while some other
points still have errors. Such errors highlight the necessity of
couplings inclusion in the low-frequency range. To reconstruct
the current response at one specific frequency by the proposed
model in (26), one perturbation test is required at that specific
frequency. Since the coupling pattern of ”fp(p) = (fh+f0)/2”
in (26) is considerable for low-frequencies (Fig. 6.(d)), it is
recommended to perform the perturbation tests with ”0.5Hz”
steps in low frequency ranges.

5) The couplings can be detected in the range of 0.01%
pu-5% pu. This might lead to more precise measurement
equipment (as used in the grid emulator) than the Class I
requirement for frequency coupling detection purposes.

6) Considerable amplitudes of the MFCs are detected in
the output current with a line as {fh = 2f0− fp} in Ip(p) for
{fh < 120} (Fig. 6.(b)) and as {fh = fp − 2f0} in In(p) for
{fh > 120} (Fig. 6.(d)). This observation verifies the sequence
exchange phenomenon depicted in (12).

7) According to Table I, the couplings in the positive
sequence have ”-2f0” frequency shift with the couplings in the
negative sequence. This finding proves that even the frequency
couplings can cause corresponding MFC patterns with the
”2f0” frequency difference. This fact has been addressed in
the proposed model in (15)-(18).

8) There is no considerable sequence coupling in the test re-
sults due to the symmetrical three-phase system. However, the
proposed model can address any potential system asymmetry.

V. CONCLUSION

The frequency and sequence couplings can compromise the
accuracy of multi-frequency models. In general, the frequency
and sequence couplings can be created in a converter system
due to the non-linear control, non-ideal DC-link, and asym-
metry in a three-phase system. To the best of our knowledge,
the couplings have been studied only as ”fi±kf0, (k=1,2,...)”
in the literature using linearized averaged models. While this
paper reveals that the coupling patterns would be in more

generic forms as ”±mfi ± kf0, (k=1,2,..., and m=1,2,...)”
with multiples of the perturbation frequency and proposes
a theory to explain the root-causes of it. In this way, more
general forms of couplings are identified by extracting the
empirical models through the Fourier transform of the switch-
ing converter response against perturbations. Furthermore, a
methodology for determining the main couplings and generic
multi-frequency modelling of converter-connected REGs is
proposed. The proposed generic model is based on experimen-
tal small-signal perturbations. The proposed coupling patterns
theory and the generic modelling methodology are verified
using a 7MVA grid emulator for voltage perturbation tests on
a 2MVA PV converter. Accordingly, a limited number of fre-
quency couplings are observed in less than 1kHz, proving the
practical application of the proposed methodology. Besides,
the mirror frequency coupling concept (i.e., -2f0 frequency
shift) is observed among the couplings in positive and negative
sequences and is called ”Corresponding MFC” in this paper.
The frequency couplings are mostly detected in the range of
0.01% pu- 5% pu in response to the small-signal perturbations
(less than 2% pu). Thus, precise measurement equipment is
required to identify the couplings. Besides, different noise
levels in different frequency ranges are utilized as an adequate
criterion for selecting the main coupling. Due to the similari-
ties between converter-connected REGs, the methodology can
be applied for modelling of Type 4 WTs as well.

The proposed methodology is focused on small-signal per-
turbations and modelling in the frequency domain and is
not intended for large-signal variations and fault assessments.
Besides, applying the proposed method for harmonic stability
studies at the system level and evaluating the stochasticity ef-
fects of the renewable energy sources on the model parameters
are left out for future works.
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